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Written by Judy Spowart 

Around 5:30pm on Sunday evening I received a call from Gwenda that I needed to head 
to the Hemet-Ryan airport for a rescue. Three hikers, two adults and one child, had been 
hiking around the Pine Springs Ranch area when they ran out of water. They were very 
familiar with the area, however, once the water ran out they started to experience 
physical symptoms (e.g. leg cramps) and could not continue. 

Upon arriving at the airport, I boarded the helicopter with Glenn who had arrived before 
me. We knew the hiker’s general location, but had to fly over a few times before finally 
spotting them. Due to their location in a rocky, brushy area, it was not immediately clear 
whether a hoist or hover-step would be the best way to get them out. We finally decided 
that the pilots would drop Glenn and I off on a large rock directly above the hikers. Once 
we stepped out of the helicopter it was just a short climb down to where the hikers were. 
We decided that I would take the child and one adult on the first pass, which would allow 
me to escort the two subjects to the waiting medical personnel. I then waited in the 
landing area for the helicopter to return with Glenn and the other adult subject. Once all 
three subjects were on the ground and being evaluated by medical staff, Glenn and I 
boarded the helicopter around 7:30pm and headed back to Hemet Ryan. 

RMRU Members Involved: Glenn Henderson and Judy Spowart. 

 

  

RMRU is a volunteer search and rescue team that covers Riverside County and assists other teams with 
search and rescue efforts in other counties. Each member purchases their own equipment and takes time 
off work, without compensation, to participate in search and rescue missions. Team equipment is purchased 
from contributions from the community. We are a non-profit organization and are funded by donations from 
people like you. 

      


